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The Perfect World Foundation is a non-
profit organization working with wildlife
and nature in crisis, around the world.
By increasing knowledge and spreading
awareness, our aim is to create courage
and preconditions for change, one step 

at a time. Our clear mission is to 
save the world.



Attenborough Forest – named in honour of Sir David Attenborough who planted the forest’s
symbolic first tree – is The Perfect World’s global tree planting initiative. The project plants 
trees around the world, spreads awareness to increase knowledge, alongside efforts aimed
at forest conservation.

Attenborough Forest is a global multi-purpose tree planting and forest preservation project
with the joint outcome of reducing CO2 in the atmosphere. We plant trees to save the 
rainforests, restore mangrove forests, create wildlife habitats, bring knowledge, work and 
food to local communities, revive biodiversity and fight climate change.

Up until 30 September Parkster have funded 245,806 trees in the Attenborough Forest and 
The Perfect World Foundation has planted 218,800 trees. The trees have been planted in 
four different locations so far, with different purposes.

Attenborough Forest



KENYA
In Kenya, The Perfect World Foundation has planted 200,000 mangrove trees. With the 
ability to store vast amounts of carbon, mangrove forests are key in the fight against climate
change, but they are under threat worldwide.

Mangroves provide essential habitat for thousands of coastal species. They also stabilize
shorelines, preventing erosion and protecting land — and the people who live there — from 
waves and storms.

For over 100 years, these mangrove forests have been exploited for mangrove poles, 
charcoal and other local uses, leading to large-scale degradation and deforestation in some
areas.

This project offers mangrove reforestation as an alternative to mangrove cutting to bring
back the vitality of this important resource.

The planting has contributed to 12 full-time planters and a roughly equivalent number of
propagule collectors. The planters predominantly belong to a self-organised Beach 
Management Unit who were concerned about the damage being done to their mangrove 
forest, and took it upon themselves to police the channels and reporting cases of illegal 
logging to the Police for action.

ZIMBABWE
In Zimbabwe, The Attenborough Forest contains drought-resistant trees for homesteads that
in addition to reducing CO2 will give food, shelter and medicinal value for the local
population. The trees are transported to some of the homesteads surrounding Harare where
they are planted, and the local population are educated about how to care for the trees to 
give them a long and fruitful life. Some of the trees planted includes Guava, Lemon, 
Avocado, Mulberry and Moringa.

The Perfect World Foundation is now also in the process of setting up a tree nursery to grow
and care for trees with the same purpose as above, but with the ambition to increase the 
number of trees that we can plant. So far, 1,300 trees have been planted in this project. 



MEXICO
The Perfect World Foundation has in 2021 planted 15,000 trees in Oaxaca, Mexico. The trees
planted were mainly four types of endemic trees: Guamuchil, Tepehuaje, Jarilla and Guaje. 
The tree planting effort involved over 130 volunteers from the local community and lectures
were given to the volunteers regarding sustainability, explaining the relevance of
reforestation efforts in a global and local scale, also creating a space for students to share
reflections on the event.

The aim is to continue the reforestation in the area during 2022 with the aim to plant 50-
100,000 trees.

BORNEO
The Perfect World Foundation has initiated a reforestation program in West Borneo, 
Indonesia, where 2,500 trees have been funded initially. The local reforestation programme
helps to restore burnt areas of the forest, build sustainable development programmes for 
the local community, and educate local people in how to protect their forest.

Pematang Gadung community forest, where the trees are planted, is an important
biodiversity hotspot, home to the critically endangered Bornean Orangutan (Pongo
pygmaeus), and is also an important local resource for the surrounding rural villages. There
is a significant population of wild orangutans estimated to be between 500 & 800 currently
living in the community forest which covers an area of 14,000 hectares.

Pematang Gadung is a peat swamp forest, which should usually be flooded with water. 
However, some areas of the peat have drained due to degradation of the area through
logging, opening canals and other anthropogenic activities, leaving it extremely flammable. 
Over eight drained areas of forest burnt for the first time in 2015 during the long El Niño 
induced dry season. The total area burnt was over 2,100ha. If these areas are left, they are
more likely to burn again in following years and grow larger, destroying more and more of
this forest.

The whole project is closely monitored including; growth and mortality rates. Community-
Based SMART patrolling (and forest fire prevention) to monitor forest condition and prevent
fires across the Community Forest. Biodiversity monitoring (wildlife census and camera
tapping) also continues as an indication of the health, increment or decrement of the local
biodiversity.


